November 19, 2018
Chairman Joseph J. Simons
Commissioner Rohit Chopra
Commissioner Noah Phillips
Commissioner Rebecca Slaughter
Commissioner Christine S. Wilson
US Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20580
Dear Chairman Simons and Commissioners Chopra, Phillips, Slaughter, and Wilson:
The undersigned military and veterans service organizations, representing millions of current and
former servicemembers, their families, and survivors, write to thank you for your decisive action
to shut down the websites Army.Com, Air-Force.com, ArmyEnlist.com, NavyEnlist.com,
AirForceEnlist.com, MarinesEnlist.com, NationalGuardEnlist.com, AirGuardEnlist.com, and
CoastGuardEnlist.com. We urge you to disclose the names of the colleges that participated in
this scheme.
These websites, as the Commission wrote in its complaint, “targeted military recruits and
induced them to submit their information by disguising their websites and advertisements as
official [US military] recruiting channels and representing that the information would be used
solely for [US military] recruiting purposes.”1
Because the US Armed Forces are all-volunteer, with no current conscription, and given recent
news regarding inadequate numbers of new volunteer recruits for the US Army,2 these websites
acted perniciously in interfering with the military’s genuine recruitment and in denying potential
enlistees with the opportunity to proudly wear their nation’s uniform.
Indeed, the Commission found that Army.com specifically told military recruits that the US
Army did not need volunteers: “Please be aware that our military is currently downsizing.
Army.com wants you to know that there are more ways for you to serve your country than just
military service. If you had a college education you could contribute through engineering,
science, law, health care, and more.” Because this is the exact opposite of the truth – given that
the US Army is currently facing a critical shortage of volunteers – the websites’ actions are
particularly pernicious and damaging to military readiness and national security.
As the Commission is aware, several colleges participated in this scheme to deny the Armed
Forces of its volunteer enlistees. We urge you to disclose the names of the unscrupulous
colleges that participated in this scheme, either by funding the websites, paying the websites for
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potential military enlistees’ contact information, or paying to be promoted by the websites,
including deceiving students into believing that the military endorsed the schools and wished the
recruits to attend the schools rather than join the military.
The attached screenshots of the websites support your findings. Patriotic citizens visited these
websites, trying to enlist in the military to serve their country, but their contact information never
was given to the Armed Forces. Instead, their attempts to volunteer with the Armed Forces were
re-routed to bad actor colleges that bombarded them with sales pitches to attend the bad actor
college rather than serve in the military. Moreover, potential military recruits were “provided the
false impression that the military endorsed those schools,” as the Commission found.3
We thank you for your action shutting down these websites, and urge you to disclose the names
of the unscrupulous colleges that participated in this scheme to deny the Armed Forces of its
volunteer enlistees. We also urge you to share this information with the Department of Defense.
Sincerely,
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